Drug-activated multiple pathways of defensin mRNA regulation in HL-60 cells are defined by reversed roles of participating protein kinases.
Defensin transcription in HL-60 promyelocytic leukemia cells is greatly enhanced during retinoic acid (RA)-induced differentiation. We have probed this regulatory pathway by selective modulation of various kinase activities. Induction was potentiated by elevated cAMP and attenuated by protein kinase C inhibition, entirely correlated to enhanced or blocked morphological differentiation, respectively. Yet, defensin mRNA was also induced in undifferentiated HL-60 cells, but not in others, by cAMP alone. By contrast, modulators that cooperated with RA had adverse effects on the normal capacity of dimethyl sulfoxide to up regulate these transcripts as well. Thus, defensin mRNA accumulation can be selectively uncoupled from maturation stage; and transcript levels may be regulated by multiple pathways, each independently acted upon by different chemical inducers.